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Abstract: 
Many different websites offer the opportunity to share and download landmarks and routes produced by the crowd.
Landmarks near to a route or routes passing near to some landmarks may help in the context of mountain rescue.
Therefore, it is necessary to identify relevant data sources and to describe their characteristics. In this paper, we set out
to explore the potential of crowdsourced data in order to be considered such as data sources in the context of mountain
rescue. Thus, our aim is to study the content of different sources to have a better knowledge on how landmarks and
routes are mapped, to demonstrate the complementarity of crowdsourced data with respect with authoritative data, and
to  study  the  feasibility  of  defining  links  between  routes  and  landmarks.  The  proposed  method  used  integration
techniques such as map matching, route construction and data matching. The results show that the large number of non-
matched features proves the richness of crowdsourced data. The matching results generate new semantic rules for both
type of landmarks and geometries of route.
Keywords: crowdsourced landmarks, crowdsourced routes, data and map matching, mountain rescue, data integration

1. Introduction
More than 15, 000 SOS messages per year are counted in
mountain areas. Despite technological advances in posi-
tioning systems and the increasing number of geo-appli-
cations, locating victims during the alert is still an issue
for rescue teams.  In the absence of the exact position, the
victims describes the spatial environment by using land-
marks  (“I’m seeing  Mont Blanc  summit”,  “I’m near a
shelter”), or describing their routes (“I’m walking along
GR201”,  "I'm  walking  on  the  route  that  runs  along  a
lake"), where routes and landmarks can be associated to
proper  names  (Col  des  Montets  parking,  Mont  Blanc
summit,  GR20)  or  common  names  (shelter,  route  that
runs along the lake). 
These types of descriptions (i.e. locate an object by using
spatial relations and reference feature) are qualitative and
known in the GIS domain as indirect georeferencing (Hill
and Zheng 1999). This is consistent with the concept of
Naive Geography coined by Egenhofer and Mark (1995),
where the goal is to formalize how people perceive the
space in order to propose skils closer to the way of think-
ing of people. One on the skills necessary in our context
is data integration. Qualitative reasoning can be a solution
to improve heterogeneous data source integration (Duck-
ham et al., 2006). 
To transform the relative position to an absolute position
(i.e. geographic coordinates), a first need is to have ac-
cess to spatial data containing such landmarks and routes.
Moreover, knowing the landmarks near to a route or the
routes  passing  near  to  some  landmarks  may  help  the
mountain rescuer to validate or invalidate a location hy-

1  GR is a well know European abbreviation defining a long
distance path used for hiking activities. GR20 is a famous
GR path in Corsica having 179 km length. 

pothesis. Thus, the second need is to define links between
landmarks and routes. This situation, where user queries
many data sources, is usually part of semantic web (Fer-
rara et  al.,  2013).  The qualitative reasoning is also ex-
plored  to  integrate  heterogeneous  spatial  data  sources
from different 
Traditionally,  landmarks  are  part  of  authoritative  data
produced by institutions such National Mapping Agen-
cies  (NMA)  or  national  and  global  gazetteers  (e.g.
Wikipedia, GeoNames) mostly produced in a collabora-
tive  way  or  integrating  data  coming  from  different
sources including authoritative ones. In the last decade,
different  websites  offer  the  opportunity  to  share  and
download landmarks and routes produced by the crowd.
These websites provide technical information (e.g. topo-
guide, difficulty), landmarks and GPX routes serving to
different  purposes:  use track in mobile application, fol-
lowing user’s performance, etc. Mapped in a collabora-
tive way, crowdsourced data have different degrees of re-
liability and heterogeneous structures (e.g. types of land-
marks,  different  rating  nomenclature,  irregularities  on
route  description).  Due  to  the  variety  of  data,  many
queries  need  to  be  executed  in  heterogeneous  data
sources on the web to get information related to routes or
landmarks.  This  process  is  part  of  the integration data.
Moreover, 
This  research  work  is  part  of  the  project  CHOUCAS
(choucas.ign.fr) aiming to help the rescue teams to better
estimate a probable location area. The architecture of the
project  is  based  on  Service-Oriented  Architecture  and
Web Services to facilitate the freshness of data (Halilali
et al., 2018). The approach is towards process mediation
requiring the definition of a catalogue of services charac-
terized by functional and non-functional attributes. Thus,
it is necessary to identify relevant sources of information
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providing  routes  and  landmarks  and  to  describe  their
characteristics to facilitate the definition of the mapping
rules between schemas sources.
In this paper, we set out to explore the potential of crowd-
sourced data in order to be considered such as sources of
information in the context of mountain rescue. Thus, our
aim  is  to  study  the  content  of  different  crowdsourced
sources to have a better knowledge how landmarks and
routes are described, to demonstrate the complementarity
of crowdsourced data with respect with authoritative data,
and  to  study  the  feasibility  of  defining  links  between
routes and landmarks. 
In  the  remainder  of  this  paper,  Section  2  provides  an
overview of the existing literature. Section 3 describes the
sources of information identified as relevant in mountain
areas. Sections 4 and 5 expose our approach to evaluate
the potential of crowdsourced data in the mountain rescue
context and the results. Finally, conclusion and perspec-
tives are presented in Section 6.

2. Related work
Landmarks and routes are essential in different domains
such as navigation (Denis, 1997; Zhou et al., 2017), text
geocoding (Moncla et al., 2014), geographic information
retrieval (Schockaert et al., 2008). The analysis of land-
marks and descriptions of routes is also in focus of many
research  for  the  purpose  of  analyzing  how people  de-
scribe their spatial environment, places or routes (Good-
child and Li, 2012; Schwering et al., 2013). 
From a cognitive perspective, according to Lynch (1960)
landmarks are entities from the real world allowing to a
human to better  orient himself in a space that is not al-
ways familiar to him.  In the field of space description,
landmarks are considered such as the referent  (Zhou et
al., 2017), whereas, in the field of text geocoding, land-
marks representing place-names are considered as anchor
to geocode proper names (Moncla et al., 2014). 
In the field of GIS, according to Teulade-Denantes et al.
(2015), routes represents paths, journey rides, or trails to
follow being carried by a physical network infrastructure
composed of roads and pedestrian paths. Routes are char-
acterized by geometry and textual description. In the field
of geographic retrieval, route description is studied by us-
ing natural language techniques for defining wayfinding
instructions where landmarks are identified as crucial ele-
ments  to  confirm the  route  (Denis,  1997).  Thus,  land-
marks and routes are not separate concepts but have a re-
lation, i.e. a route is composed by a set of landmarks and
segments (Laddada and Saux 2017; Denis, 1997).  
From the last decade, both descriptions of the route and
its GPX trace are available.  Many research  studies use
GPX traces to study leisure activities (Pitman, 2012), to
identify categories  of  hikers  itineraries  and theirs  stops
(Colin et al. 2017), to build pedestrian networks (Kasem-
suppakorn,  2013),  to  highlight  updates  in  authoritative
spatial data (Ivanovic et al., 2016) or to enrich thematic
information of route networks to propose alternative itin-
eraries, in the context of natural spaces protection (Vias
2014). 
Another  important  aspect  is  to  identify  which  are  the
types  of  landmarks  and  routes  in  mountain  areas.  Al-
though many research  is  made to  study landmarks and
routes in urban environment (Timpf, 2005), few research
is focus on landmarks and routes in natural and open en-

vironment and even less in mountain areas. Brosset et al.
(2008) confirmed the relevant role of landmarks in itiner-
ary description in parks and forest areas and found that
features  represented  by  points,  lines  and  polygons  are
used  to  describe  the  itinerary.  For  coastal  navigation,
landmarks located on the see or on the coastal are used to
plan  itinerary  for  boats  directions  (Laddada  and  Saux
2017).  Landmarks  such  as  rock,  spars,  isolated  danger
buoy, lighthouse are identified from analyzing itinerary
descriptions  for  boats  made  by  experts.  Derungs  and
Purves (2014) are interested on how natural  features in
mountain environment are described in an annotated cor-
pus on Swiss  Alps.  They identified 95 natural  features
types which were compared with other studies from liter-
ature discovering that there is an overlap of types for the
10 first ranks and a higher diversity of types du the speci-
ficity  of  the  corpus.  In  the  same  context  of  mountain,
Egorova et al. (2015) analyze textual description of alpine
itineraries coming from a collaborative platform in order
to study the influence of  landmarks in mountain areas.
The different types of identified landmarks are grouped
into four categories: landscape features, spatial part, ter-
rain, and constellation. 
In  contrast  with  routes  (textual  descriptions  and  GPX)
which are new data traditionally not produced by NMAs,
landmarks can be found in both authoritative and crowd-
sourced  data.  Moreover,  although landmarks  character-
ized by place-names can be provided by gazetteers, it is
not the case for landmarks expressed by vernacular place-
names or unnamed places (e.g. shelter). Thus, another im-
portant research question is to study the quality of land-
marks  coming from crowdsourced  data.  Evaluating  the
quality of crowdsourced data in general and landmarks in
particular has been lately the focus of different research
studies. Acheson et al. (2016) found by comparing GeoN-
ames  and  Getty  Thesaurus  of  Geographic  Names
gazetteers a thematic heterogeneity inside each gazetteer:
populated places are more covered then natural features
such as mountains, streams and hills. They suggest “na-
tional  data  should  be  used  preferentially  when  dealing
with natural features”. The same finding of thematic het-
erogeneity  is  highlighted  in  crowdsourced  data  where
contributors prefer mapping certain types of features (Bé-
gin et al., 2013). Concerning the spatial heterogeneities of
crowdsourced data, many studies showed that there is a
high spatial heterogeneity between urban and less popu-
lated places due to density population or places attractive-
ness  (Neis  and  Zielstra,  2014).  Accuracy  location  of
crowdsourced data is also frequently studied in the litera-
ture showing that accuracy is less good for natural fea-
tures (Girres and Touya 2010; Bégin et al., 2013). From a
semantic point of view Acheson et al. (2016) noticed a
semantic heterogeneity between gazetteers (e.g. mountain
represent peaks and ranges in DBPedia and only peaks in
GeoNames).
The contributions of this paper are.  1/The use of land-
marks and routes and a combination of them for better lo-
calize victims in mountain areas. This approach is slightly
different  from  the  approach  generally  proposed  in  the
navigation  context  (Denis,  1997),  when  landmarks  are
part of the itinerary. 2/ Generate knowledge concerning



the quality of landmarks and routes from crowdsourced
data in natural environment. 3/Identify new types of land-
marks and routes in mountain areas.

3. Sources of data description
In this study, we are focusing on data coming from active
websites dedicated to leisure activities where the commu-
nity or the authors are doing regular information updates,
recommended by the practitioners or by authority, can be
partner of NMA, publish enough data and treat a specific
thematic source. Four sources of data are considered as
the  most  relevant  in  mountain  area  and  checked  these
conditions: RefugeInfo, Camptocamp (C2C), VisoRando.
Two  authoritative  data,  BDTOPO  and  Protected  areas
(PA) are used to complete our analysis. Almost all data
are provided by API.
Let  us  mention  that  other  data  portals,  like  Open-
StreetMap (OSM), GeoNames, IGNRando provide land-
marks  or/and  route  but  data  are  often  in-bulks  coming
from other sources, where the origin of data is mentioned
(e.g. in OSM some landmarks are referenced as C2C or
wikidata). In this paper, these sources are not in our fo-
cused because the schema is too generalized, specific in-
formation  being  lost  (e.g.  technical  information,  GPX,
link with waypoints) or is not appropriated (IGNRando
use the cirkwi schema dedicated to tourist information).

3.1 Points of interest or activity: BDTopo

Among different  themes  of  BDTOPO produced by the
French Mapping Agency, there are Points of Interest or
Activity (PAI) and Roads (BDTOPO, 2018) having a na-
tional coverage. The PAI theme groups points of interest
and activity classified by category: administrative, relief,
transportation, etc. Each feature is represented by its loca-
tion (x,y), origin of data, type, name and relevance. The
Roads  layer  contains  both  traffic  roads  and  pedestrian
paths being modeled such a road network and described
by type, name, relevance, etc. 

3.2 Refuge.info 

Refuges.info is a crowdsourced website proposing differ-
ent types of features in mountain areas. Even the website
was  initially  focused  on  shelters;  other  types  of  land-
marks can be found such as water point, summit, pass,
hotels, camping, parking, bus. Each point is characterized
by  its  location,  name,  type,  and  different  descriptions
such as (how to get access, number of places, origin of
data, etc.), and photos. The features are generally coming
by digitalization using maps. Regarding the spatial cover-
age, data are available mainly for France. 

3.3 Camptocamp

C2C is a crowdsourced project involving mountain prac-
titioners. The aim of the project is to share technical in-
formation:  guides,  incidents  and accidents  reports,  out-
ings with weather conditions or accessibility, and to con-
tribute to the safety of them. It is an active and sustain-
able community proposing a broad coverage, both from
mountain  activities  and  geographic  (France,  Germany,
Switzerland, Spain) points of view. All data (i.e. routes,
waypoints, outings, accidents reports,  photos) are refer-
enced to each other’s.
Waypoint. Each point is characterized by location, name,
type  and  some  thematic  information  such  as  altitude,
completeness (i.e. qualitative quality showing how much

the contribution heeds the recommendations for sharing),
textual  description, and photos.  Different  types such as
summit, pass, lake, waterfall, locality, canyon exist. 
Itineraries. They represent different types of hikes moun-
tain leisure. Very little itinerary has a GPX trace (25% in
our study area).  The creation of tracks has done by the
contributors with its own data management tools and with
its  own  reference  data  which  can  be  authoritative  or
crowdsourced data. A route is characterized by title, type
(e.g.  loop by foot),  rating (i.e.  express  the global diffi-
culty of an itinerary), different information linked to the
altitude (e.g. min, max, difference, slope, etc.), complete-
ness, textual description, and photos. 

3.4 Protected area

Among protected area, the Natural Regional Parks (NRP)
and the National Park (NP) are French public institutions
having the role to preserve natural environment and to de-
velop economic and touristic activities. In addition, Parks
on the French Territory managed information like points
of relief, heritage points of interest, services (practical in-
formation  like  water  points,  awkward  crossing)  and
routes.  Most  of  them use GeoTrek  suite  softwares  and
BDTopo data  to  manage their  data  and  DEM’s  french
NMA to compute 3D attributes. Let us mention that au-
thoritative data (BDTopo and protected area database) are
not equivalent in term of content because they have dif-
ferent  points  of  view  (topographic  versus  environment
protection and touristic). They are rather complementary
with a small redundancy in terms of types of features and
thematic information.
The entry for the data provided by the API is the route,
the landmarks being linked to it using linear referencing.
The landmarks are described by location, type, name, tex-
tual description, and altitude. The number of landmarks is
set at three minimum and must be well distributed on the
route. Types such as viewpoint, waterpoint, shelter, pass,
lac, glacier, summit, pastoralism, history are present. 
Routes are defined by geometry provided in a GPX file
(route points), a title, different practices, a rating, infor-
mation linked to altitude, textual description, etc. 

3.5  Visorando

Visorando is a website offering the opportunity to down-
load tracks published online by contributors. Contrary to
C2C, 100% of itineraries have been produced from GPS
sensors. Besides, trackpoints, attributes such as title, loca-
tion type (hiking, biking, etc.), textual description, dura-
tion, rating and altitude are provided. The website advises
contributors to add fewer waypoints (landmarks or a ma-
jor change direction). Tracks are adjusted and validated
by  contributors  in  a  cartographic  web  interface  using
NMA layers (authoritative data). 

4. Methodology
To identify and evaluate  the potential  of  crowdsourced
data and to define mapping rules describing semantic and
schema relationships between the different data sources,
integration techniques such as data matching is used. Our
methodology is composed by three steps. 
The first  step consists in extracting data from different
sources  of  information.  To  facilitate  this  task,  a  QGis
plugIn2 is developed. The second step is data matching.

2  https://github.com/ANRChoucas/PluginChoucas
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The goal is to define both homologous routes (e.g. routes
following the same paths)  and landmarks (e.g.  features
representing the same object  from the real  world).  The
third step consists in evaluating homologous features by
defining network connectivity measures such as number
of connected components and confusion matrix. 
Knowing the heterogeneity of data coming from different
sources,  data  matching  is  a  complex  task.  Figure  1
illustrates our approach to match landmarks and routes. 
Routes are composed from a list of track points or way-
points with respect  with their original sources. Thus, to
facilitate  route  matching  from different  routes,  there  is
need to build their linear geometry. Two pre-processing
steps are proposed. 
First, points are map-matched to a reference road network
by applying the Hidden Markov Models algorithm devel-
oped  by  Newson  and  Krumm  (Newson  and  Krumm,
2009). This method is more suitable in our case because
for each point to match it takes into account the points be-
fore and after, thus the consistency of the routes is ful-
filled. 

Figure 1. Data matching approach for routes and landmarks.

One of the difficulties of this algorithm is to apply the
correct parameters: finding a balance between the loca-
tion measurements and the tolerance of non-direct routes.
For example, in Figure 2, the point P1 should not be map-
matched to the closest edge, in order to maintain the con-
sistency of the route and not to create deadlocks.
The second pre-processing step is route construction. Due
to original  data mapping, some consecutives  points are
far away one from the other. Thus, once points are map-
matched,  all  edges  obtained  are  not  necessarily  con-
nected.  In  our  process,  two consecutive  non-connected
edges are connected by computing the shortest path be-
tween them. If the ratio between the distance as the crow
flies  and  the  distance  of  the  shortest  path  is  below  a
threshold, the edges of the shortest path are added to the
route (green edges in Figure 2). At the end of this stage,
the geometry of a route is linear being composed by all
edges.

Figure  2.  Map-matched GPS points  (orange)  to  the BDTopo
road network (blue). The point P1 is matched with the nodes to
maintain consistency of the route.

Once the pre-processed steps finalised, the data matching
can be separately carried out for routes and landmarks.
An open source3 multi-criteria  data-matching algorithm
based on Belief Theory is used (Olteanu-Raimond et al.,
2015). The data matching algorithm requires defining a
reference and a comparison dataset giving in this way the
direction of matching (for each feature from the reference
dataset, the algorithm looks for homologous features  in
the comparison dataset). Let us mention that the reference
dataset can be either an authoritative or a crowdsourced
dataset. Knowing the characteristics of our datasets (see
Section 2), two (position and name) and three (position,
toponym, and semantic) criteria are defined for routes and
landmarks  respectively  and  the  dataset  coming  from
BDTOPO are used as reference. 
Two landmarks are considered as homologous features if
they represent the same object in the real world. Knowing
that an itinerary is a concept  carried by a physical net-
work infrastructure, thus we consider that two routes are
homologous features if they are geometrically closed.
The position criterion is based on the distance between
the  reference  feature  and  a  candidate  (e.g.  Euclidean
distance  for  landmarks  and  average  of  minimum  of
Hausdorff  distance  between  every  roads  segments  for
lines).  The  name  criterion  compares  the  name  of  the
reference feature with the name of the candidate. Among,
different  measures  tested  to  compare  strings,  Samal
distance  (Samal  et  al.,  2005)  and  Cosinus  distance  is
considered as most appropriate for landmarks and routes
respectively.  Finally,  the  semantic  criterion  compares
feature types.  To compute similarities between features
types the Wu-Palmer (Wu-Palmer) measure is applied by
using domain ontology (Mustière et al., 2011). All these
criteria are merged to take a final decision. Note that, the
data  matching  algorithm do not  take  any decision  (i.e.
features are not matched) if the criteria are contradictories
(e.g. for two potential homologous features the name is
the  same,  the  semantic  are  different  and  the  distance
between features is relevant). These cases are tagged as
uncertainty and managed manually.

5. Results 

5.1 Description of test area 

The methodology is applied on the French Alps, near
Grenoble (9,870 km2) on an area covering seven moun-

3  https://github.com/IGNF/MultiCriteriaMatching
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tain  massifs  (see  Figure.  3).  Concerning  the  land-
marks, in our test area, the 25,906 features are distrib-
uted  as  follows:  BDTOPO  (21,097  features),  C2C
(3,229  points),  Refuge.info  (478  points),  PA  (1,102
points).  For this study the Visorando’s  waypoints are
excluded because there is no type and the name does
not match with a toponym. The routes are localited in
two mountain ranges. The 706 routes are distributed as
follow: Visorando (398), C2C (127) and PA (181). Our
approach is not taking into account existing spatial and
topological relations between landmarks and routes in
the data matching process.  Each data source does not
necessarily provide both features. In addition, the types
of the relationships between landmark and route are not
clearly defined, a link represents proximity relation just
as well as intervisibility relation. The results will there-
fore be analyzed separately.
As seen  in  Figure.  3,  the coverage  of  landmarks and
routes is well dispersed. The accuracy of routes is het-
erogeneous  between sources  of  data.  On average,  the
distance between two consecutive points is 25m, 50m,
5m for Visorando, C2C, and PA respectively.

Figure. 3. Test area: mountain area in the French Alps.

5.2 Data matching results

The parameters for the map matching are: 80m to search
candidates, and 4m for standard deviation of GPS error
measurements.  For adding the edges of the shortest path
to the route, the maximal ratio between the distance as the
crow  flies  and  the  distance  of  the  shortest  path  is
empirically estimated to 5.
Overall, 97% of points (298,348 points) are map matched
and the root mean square error of displacements induced
by map matching is equal to 12.94 m. Note that  a few
deadlocks are generated after the map matching process.
Regarding the route construction step, the rate  between
the  distance  as  the  crow  flies  and  the  distance  of  the
shortest  path  is  empirically  estimated  to  5.  The  total
length of added missing edges equals to 337 km repre-
senting 4% of the total length of the routes. It shows the
relevance of route construction process. 
Regarding  the  parameters  for  the  multi-criteria  data
matching, the buffer to find candidate is 500m for both
routes and landmarks. The thresholds in the matching al-
gorithm are  defined with respect  to data  characteristics
obtained by analyzing the distributions of the distances
for each criterion. For routes, the thresholds for the posi-
tion criterion and the name similarity criterion are equal

to 200m and 0.3, respectively. For landmarks, the thresh-
olds are 100m, 0.6 and 0.7 for position, name, and se-
mantic criteria, respectively.
Chosen the appropriate thresholds is a difficult task being
always a compromise between matching results  quality
and number. In this research, thresholds are empirically
chosen by computing distributions of distances or by us-
ing  thresholds  already  suggested  in  the  literature
(Olteanu-Raimond et al., 2015). It was the case for exam-
ple for thresholds used for name and semantic criteria for
landmarks.

5.2.1 Landmarks data matching results
Each data source is separately matched with the authori-
tative BDTopo data. The results obtained are depicted in
Table 1. Link cardinality 1:0 means that a feature from a
data source (e.g. C2C) has no homologue feature in the
authoritative data (e.g. BDTopo), whereas 1:1 link cardi-
nality means that a homologous feature exists in authori-
tative data.  

1:0 1:1 Uncertainty

C2C-BDtopo 1167 1938 214

REfuges.info-
BDtopo

80 367 34

PA - BDTopo 863 180 61

Table 1. Data matching results with respect with the cardinality.

Concerning  the  non-matched  features  (column  2  from
Table 1) two patterns can be noticed. First, features are
not matched due to the poor accuracy of crowdsourced
landmarks  (i.e.  the  landmark  is  far  away  from  its
homologous  in  BDTopo);  secondly,  features  are  not
matched  because,  indeed,  there  are  no  homologous
features in BDTopo.  This last case concerns 70% of the
non-matched landmarks. For example, a ruined shelter is
tagged as history in PA data but the shelter  is  not any
more in authoritative databases or other data, because the
objet has destroyed.
Figure  4  shows  the  distributions  of  non-matched
landmarks  for  the  most  frequent  types  of  landmarks.
These  results  show  the  complementarity  of  different
sources  of  data.  For  example  C2C has  many types  of
specific  landmarks  such  as  climbing,  waterfall,  less
present in authoritative data. 
Concerning the links 1:1, a manually validation is carried
out in terms of precision. This is necessary for analyzing
the semantic between different sources of data. The preci-
sion is equal to 95% for C2C and Refuges.info and 71%
for PA. Figure 5, on the left, illustrates typical 1:1 match-
ing links where the object named Lac Gary has homolo-
gous in all three data sources. 



Figure 4. Percentage of non-matched landmarks by type

Finally, uncertainty cases are complex cases where any
decision is taken by the data matching algorithm. They
are  fixed  manually.  Figure  5,  on  the  right  shows  an
example of such a case. The landmark “Col de l’homme
(Sanctuaire Notre Dame de la Salette)” in C2C, having
the type equal to access, has three candidates to match in
BDTopo: “Col de l’homme” (pass), “Tête de l’homme”
(summit)  and  “Parking  Col  de  l’homme”  (parking).  In
this case, no decision is taken due to the fact that access is
not a concept in the domain ontology, and the names of
candidates are quite similar.

Figure  5.  Matching  results:  1:1  cardinality  in  the  left;  and
uncertainty, in the right. 

5.2.2 Routes data matching results
The results obtained for route data matching are depicted
in Table 2 having also a good precision (~ 85%). 

1:0 1:1 Uncertainty

C2C- Visorando 76 20 21

Geotrack- Visorando 92 59 14

C2C- Geotrack 77 14 6

Table 2. Data matching results with respect with the cardinality.

In order to build a pedestrian routes dataset, two routes
are  matched  if  they  are  geometrically  close.  Different
specific  cases  where  two  routes  are  homologous  are
observed: 1/ when it exists a variant of the route and the
detour is  short;  2/  when two routes are very close and
have  the  same direction  (typically  when they  border  a
river  (which is satisfying in our context when the victim
describes the route by “I’m walking along a river”)  (see
Figure 6); 3/ when the start points are a few meters one
from each other. In this case, a route can do a loop and
another  route  is  a  round  itinerary.  In  our  study,  the
missing  paths  on  the  road  network  have  not  been
managed  (e.g.  off  road,  glacier  road,  rock  road,  etc.).
These sections are not considered in data matching.

Figure 6. Route data matching result.

The  non-matched  and  the  uncertainty  cases  represent
most  of  the  two  cases  mentioned  above  where  the
distance is more or less relevant. The number of matched
routes matching is little. Many routes have not the same
starting  point  or  destination,  they  only  show  some
sections sharing.

In conclusion, landmarks and routes matching give good
results. The large number of non-matched features proves
the  richness  of  crowdsourced  data.  In  both  situations,
uncertainty represents in most of the cases, non-matched
features,  which corresponds to a good behavior for our
need. Concerning the landmarks, we have noticed that the
matching failed when concepts do not exist in the used
ontology and when the name is not filled in authoritative
data. In this case, the relevant criterion is the distance. In
route matching, the effect  of the name criterion is very
difficult  to  analyze.  The  location  criterion  plays  an
important  role  in  the  final  decision  for  both  cases,
matched and not matched routes. 

5.3 Data coverage and redundancy

Among the network connectivity measures,  the number
of  connected  components  of  one  or  two  sources  can
indicate the evolution of sub-networks.  In  Figure 7,  all
connected  components  for  each  source,  represented  by
bubbles,  indicate  the  number  of  routes:  58  connected
routes for  Visorando,  28 for C2C and 28 for  PA.  This
means  that  data  sources  cover  a  large  area.  In  our
experiments, with over two data sources, the number of
connected components approximates the maxima of the
numbers of connected components (59, and 58, for  the
merging  of  Visorando  and  C2C,  respectively  for  the
merging of Visorando and PA). The connectivity between
the  two networks  improves  (the  sub-networks  contains
more edges),  admittedly,  but  the  cover  of  hiking spots
does not change (all sub-networks are distant enough in
order not to be merged).

Figure  7.  Connected  components  in  each  source,  the  label
indicate the number of routes.

Concerning  the  redundancy  of  landmarks  between
different data sources, only 37 homologous landmarks are
present in all data sources. Table 3 shows the redundancy
of  landmarks  with  respect  to  data  sources.  The  main
diagonal represents the total number of landmark for each
source. It can be noticed that C2C and BDTopo are more
comparable in terms of data: 1,790 landmarks from C2C
have a homologous landmark in BDTopo. 

C2C Refuge.
info

PA BDTopo

C2C 3,009 217 81 1,790 

Refuge.info 478 41 352



PA 1102 127

BDTopo 21,097

Table 3. Redundancy of homologous landmarks in data sources 

5.4 Analysis of semantic mapping rules

As  mentioned  in  Section  1,  one  important  need  is  to
query landmarks, routes, and a combination of them. For
this purpose, it is necessary to define semantic mapping
rules between different concepts of data sources (e.g. pass
in the real world is mapped as an access in C2C and as a
pass in Refuges.info). To identify the semantic mapping
rules,  we  compute  confusion  matrices  by  using
homologous landmarks. For lack of space, they are not all
depicted; only the main resultants are described. 
An interested mapping rule to define queries for routes on
the  web concerns  the  difficulty  level  of  the  route  (see
Table 4). People can describe their route such as “we take
an easy way to go the shelter Mont Blanc”, “we are on
the  difficult  stretch  of  the  route”.  In  spite  of  the  little
route matched, we analyze the confusion matrix between
the Visorando routes and PA routes (59 routes matched).
Each source contains five levels, the names of the levels
are  different,  but  the parameters  considered  are similar
(e.g.  effort,  physical  mental  and  altitude  difference).
Overall, the two sources do not agree. For example, the
medium  level  is  spread  over  the  easy,  medium  and
difficult levels in both cases. More precisely, the number
of route with easy level in Visorando takes all values in
PA. One route with difficult level is classified in the easy
level  and  vice-versa.  This  preliminary  study should be
examined in greater detail.

Visor.
PA

Easy Mid
.

Diff Very 
diff

Extrem. 
diff

Very easy 2 1

Easy 4 6

Mid. 5 15 7

Diff. 1 7 9 2

Very diff.

Table  4.  Confusion  matrix  for  difficulty  level  of  the  route
between Visorando and PA routes 

For landmarks, for each data matching a confusion matrix
is computed. For C2C-BDTopo data matching, it can be
noticed  that  summits  in  C2C  are  often  matched  with
summits (547 features), pics (259), ridges (29 features),
rocks  (29  features).  Another  relevant  rule  concern  the
landmarks  having  the  type  equal  to  access.  This
landmarks  are  matched  to  parking (40),  passes  (33).  It
confirms  the  definition  of  access  type  in  C2C  (i.e.
represents  real  world  objects  linked  to  the  access  to  a
given position or as started point from a position A to a
position B). Second, for Refuges.info, it can be noticed
that  passages are always matched with passes.  Another
interesting matching such as summit/pic (16 landmarks)
and water-points/waterfalls (5) are found. A water-point
in Refuge.info represents a water source but also objects
such  as  bridges.  These  landmarks  are  rightly  not-
matched. Finally, the analysis of PA-BDTopo confusion
matrix  gives  very  surprising  results.  For  example,
landmarks  having  natures  such  as  geology,  history  are

matched with canyons, passes, caves, and shelters. This
shows the complementarity of PA data with respect with
the  other  data  sources.  Moreover,  point  of  view
landmarks are often matched with summits and passes.

Figure 8. Links between routes and landmarks.

With respect with using a combination of landmarks and
routes,  Figure 8 illustrated how landmarks can be linked
to routes.
Figure 9 represents a real object represented in all data
sources  (“Lake  de  la  Muzelle”),  linked  with  two
homologous routes. 

Figure  9.  Landmarks  representing  a  lake  linked  with  two
homologous routes. 

6. Conclusion and perspectives
This paper studies the potential of crowdsourced data for
integrating heterogeneous spatial information for moun-
tain rescue tasks. In this paper,  we focus on routes and
landmarks. To achieve the goal, we define a methodology
to compare and evaluate different data sources based on
matching techniques. 
The approach is tested on three and four data sources for
routes and landmarks respectively. Our results highlight
the  richness  and  the  complementarity  of  different  data
sources  and  a  good  coverage.  Following  this  analysis,
new knowledge regarding the semantic of data (classifi-
cation of landmarks), geometry and level of routes is gen-
erated. Integrating data through identified data sources is
not an easy task. The next step is to formalize this new
knowledge of different sources via metadata.



Concerning the relation between landmarks and routes, as
already exist in some sources, we studied the feasibility
to define the relation for all sources by using matching
links. The first results, as shown in Figure 8 are promis-
ing. Thus, thanks to the matching links, landmarks from a
route (purple in figure) can be transferred to another route
(orange in the figure) and vice versa. Further work con-
sists to design a new global schema in order to define the
relations  between  landmarks  and  routes  in  different
sources. 
From a technical point of view, this work contributed to a
QGIS PlugIn for downloading all data provided by API 
and a new algorithm to construct the routes4.
In addition to specify reference spatial relation between
landmarks  and  routes  for  optimizing  the  query,  cases
when the same object from the real world is represented
in many sources occur. In this case, the question is which
feature should return the web service? A multiple repre-
sentation or a fuzzy representation for matched features
seems to be an interesting solution. More generally, how
the spatial context can be taken into account by the web
service in order to return the information as complete as
possible?
In this paper, for identifying landmarks in mountain area,
many types of landmarks are not represented in authorita-
tive gazetteer.  Thus, a further research is to identify all
types of landmarks not presented in authoritative data and
to expand the ontology of authoritative data (Mustière et
al., 2011). 
Routes matching results indicate some weaknesses in our
definition. For example,  two routes very close can’t  go
through by any same waypoint or can have a major dif-
ferent vertical drop. By improving some criteria of data
matching,  such  as  by  weighting  with  terrain  condition
(difference  in  elevation)  in  the  spatial  criteria  or  by
weighting  place-names  identified  in  the  title,  routes
matched definition can be extended to : two routes are
equivalent  when there  have  some same  waypoints  and
terrain features are similar between two waypoints. 
In this work, we have focused on a test area in the French
Alps. We believe that our methodology can be apply in
other  mountain  countries.  It  depends,  of  course  of  the
availability of data.  Concerning the crowdsourced  data,
some of the used data such as C2C has features outside
France (e.g. Italian and Zwiss Alps, Spain Pyrenees, Ger-
many,  Nepal).  Other  existing  crowdsourced  initiatives
having world spatial extent (Wikiloc) or global gazetteers
(GeoNames, DBpedia) also exist. For authoritative data
national gazetteers exist in most of developed countries.
To extend the method to others mountains countries, the
matching methods might be adapted to the characteristics
of data typically in the choice of criteria and types of dis-
tances. 

Finally, in future research, we plan to use a multi-source
matching algorithm. Indeed, the multi-criteria algorithm
compares a given dataset to a reference or to the biggest
dataset (Visorando for routes). The matched links cardi-
nalities  corresponds  to  1:1 or  1:n (by post-processing).

4  https://github.com/IGNF/mapmatcher 

For n data sources and with a reference dataset, we need
to run the algorithm n*(n-1) times, which is not an opti-
mum solution.
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